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David Seaman assumes editorship 
December 6, 2019 
Applause to Dr. David Seaman, Professor Emeritus of French, whose scholarly activity remains healthy and 
abundant. He recently assumed the position of English language editor of the newsletter for the website for 
Lettrisme and Maurice Lemaître, where his responsibilities are to translate the French text into English, edit 
for accuracy, and make sure the English version contains information to help English readers understand the 
movement. His activities can be accessed here <http://www.mauricelemaitre.org/news/>. 
Here is a sample entry: 
Maurice Lemaître Show at the Film Gallery, Paris 
Titled “Imaginary Films,” this show at the Film Gallery will afford a chance to re-examine some of the 
signature works by Lemaître at the intersection of film, installation, and photography. The hope is that since 
Lemaître is no longer answering the phone as in the poster, new generations of admirers exposed to these 
classic works will pick up where Lemaître left off.  
December 5 to January 10, “Maurice Lemaître, Films Imaginaires”, The Film Gallery 
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Robinson, Ericsson pass rigorous assessment 
December 6, 2019 
Congratulations to graduating MAT in Spanish students, Eboné Robinson and Naomi Ericsson, who have both 
passed the rigorous edTPA portfolio assessment. Congratulations, also, to their advisor, Dr. Marcela Ruiz-
Funes and a shout out to all their instructors in Foreign Languages, in the College of Education, and in their K-
12 placements, as well as to the many students, both in the university and in the public schools, who helped 
them to sharpen their pedagogical tools. Congratulations, Eboné and Naomi, and good luck in your future 
endeavors!  
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Harvin @ Honors Symposium 
December 6, 2019 
Congratulationss to graduating senior, Madelyn Harvin, for her masterly treatment of her Honors research at 
Wednesday’s Honors Symposium. Her presentation, “Used by Many, Taught by Few: A Study on el Voseo in L2 
Spanish Classrooms in the United States,” was informative and engaging, generating a lively post-presentation 
discussion.  
Congratulations, also, to her advisor, Dr. Angela Pinilla-Herrera, and a shout out to all her Spanish professors 
over the years. 
Congratulations, Maddie, and good luck in your future endeavors!  
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